
Dear Bel 	 3/9/96 

to give you an idea hod really fine a person Bill Mills is, in the mail with 

Your letter of the 3rd yesterday was a package of eight Whitewash he and a friend 

of his made for me, xerox copies like what I've been sealing for years. It was entirely 

new for his friend he got involved, a man who had worked for him in the past and has 

a copyingt business. They even did pfe bicfiing on the Milles dinisaroom table! And 

the copies are OK. The pictures are poor but he says they'll work on that! 

And One of Bill's daughters is going-to do some retypih g for me, too. I've m 

much to be retyped, so it can be more legible and useful as a record for history: 

If he gives you those pictures the way he gave them to me, all mounted and 

identified, you'll find them useful. All are quite clear, too. Yesterday I have mine 

to the professor friend who teaches the assassinations couge at Wad. He thinks they 

are quite good and helpful and is to put them in the library for the use of students. 

On silencers, of which know little, I believe that they eliminate the 

sound of the explosion but leave a swishing—type of noise.I've always believed that 

they were used but there is no proof of that, of course. It just seems to be in—

evitable from the num ber of shots that have to have been fired compared welch the 

number reportered hoard, 

What I had put together that I thought you could use but is not in the 

diskette printout Bill sent you is several things I believed you could use. One 

is the official evidence that Oswald could net have fired any of those shots. 

Another is the official evidence that ho shot came from that window. Another is that 

Oswald did not and could not have taken the rifle to work thht morning. Some was on 

Posner theory.of the shooting. But I've never really thought in terms of 

reconstructing the shooting, which moans beginning with whefe the shots came or could 

have come from. kaps Despite the official cases have no reason to believe that 

either that rifle or that ammo was used in the crime. That the curbstone was patched 

can be explained only by the fact that it would have disclosed this. 

When you deal with trajectories you have to postulate where the rifle was and 

that is not easily done. It cannot be done in terms of the official story. 

You ask why so maw heard the first shot. Is that the real first shot or the 

first they heard? 

I am inclined to believe that Posit you'll do well to wipe the official story 

out first and then give what you believe. This will make for more credibility for what 

you will say. Ridiculing the official shooting mythology and mythologizers should also 

help with your credibility. And are they all ripe for it! Remember Russell and "oopor 

en this and to a degree Boggs. Feels free to use anything of mine. 

If you have any idea how Bill Mills and his friend panhave the Whitewash plot-

urers clearer, please suggest it. Thanks and best, 
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